Introduction In this note we consider the following initial value problems
x n = M*» x n* / k 1 (^.s»* 1 (s)ds, J k 2 (t,s,x 2 (s)ds,...j ^ 0 0 / with x fl (0) = x° for n = 1,2,...
• Here f n and h fl depends on the finite components only. Our purpose is to find assumptions for f n , g fl , h fl and k n which guarantee the existence of a solutions of the abov* problems, using the fixed point theorems of Schauder type established in Sec. 2. This is a sequel to the example given in the paper by K. Zima, "On Schauder's fixed point theorem with respect to para-normed space", Comment. Math. vol. 19 (1977) , pp.421-423.
Fixed point theorems
Let a be a itechet space (see e.g. [7] ) with a nonempty subset X and a nonempty convex closed subset K. Denote by %>= jp n : n = 1,2,...| a saturated family of seminorms which generates the topology of E. Suppose we are given: T -an respectively. Let E = C(I)*C(I)x ... . In the vector space E we define a sequenoe (p n ) of seminorms as p n (x) = sup|x n (t)| for x = (x^xg,...). te I It is known that the space B equipped with topology gensrated by the family 9P= jp n : n = 1,2,... j is a Préchet space. Moreover, let r > 1 and we put:
for t in I.
By (+) (resp. (++)) we shall denote the problem of finding a solution of the finite system of differential equations A function x = (x.j,x 2 ,...) is said to be a solution of
x n e C 1 (I), x n (0) = x° and <(t) = g n (t,x n (tj) + f n (t,x 1 (t),x 2 (t),...,x i^( t)) respectively x' n (t) = h n (t,x n (t), J k^t.s.x^sjjds, • exp(U n { t)). sup [exp( -U Q ( t)) | x fl ( t) -y n ( t j|J <r tei and it follows that t exp(-U"(t))| tei sup exp(-U n (t))| J (g n (s,x n (s))-g n (s,y n (s)))ds
Hence, p(F(x,u)-F(y,u)) ^ r~1•p{Tx-Ty) for each p in W and x, y, u in 3.
The convergence in B is equivalent to the coordinate-wise convergence, so K and T[x] are closed subsets of S and Q is continuous on K. It is easy to see that a sub-set Z of E is conditionally oompact whenever for each n>1 the set j x fl : (x.j,x 2 ,...) e zj is equibounded and equicontinuous on I. Therefore we conclude that the set Q[K] is conditionally compact in E.
Let * = (x 1t x 2 ,...) e X and y = (^»J^»"*) Finally, by this proposition, there exists at least one x = (x 1 ,x 2 ,...) in X such that F(x,Tx) = Tx. Thus x n (t) = } g n (s,x n (s))ds + f f n (s,x 1 (s),x 2 (s),...,x i (s))ds 0 0 n (n = 1,2,...) for t in I, and so the proof is complete. Theorem 2. Let h fl , k n (n = 1,2,...) be a i n +1 continuous real-valued functions defined on I*2R I * I*jR , respec|tively. Assume, moreover, that |k n (t,s,u)|<k n on 1*1 *JR, and |k n (t,u,w..,w 2 w ± ) -h n (t f v,w 1 ,w 2 ,...,w i ) L n (t) | u-vj n n for every t e I and u t v, in ]R. Then the n .problem (++) has at least one solution.
Pro o . Without loss of generality we may suppose^ that i®«'0 for n >1. Let (x 1f x 2 ,...) € Ej sup |x n (t)|«saM n for n > 1 1»£ X K = Moreover, let us,put t (Q n x)(t) = J k n (t,s,exp(U n (s))x n (s))ds, 0 t F n (x,y)(t) = exp(-U n (t)) • J h n (s,x n (s) t y 1 (s),...,y i (s))ds 0 n (» = 1,2,...) and (Tx)(t) = (axpt-U^tJJx^t), exp(-U 2 (t))x 2 (t),...), (Qx)(t) = ((Q^x)(t), (Q 2 x)(t),...), F(x,y)(t) = (P.,(x,y)(t), P 2 (x,y)(t).. Denote by K the set of all x = (x.j,x 2 ,...) in E such that sup | xjt)| <s (a 2 *C)/8 and sup |x'(t)| <(a-C )/2 for tel tel n -1,2,... . Now, P given as (here x = (x.j ,x 2 ,...) ) maps continuously the convex compact set K into itself. Thus, F has a fixed point in K. This implies, from the above remarks, that the following theorem holds.
There exists a function x = (x if x 9 ,...) with the coordinates x fl in C (I) such that x fl (0) = * n (a) = 0 and x*(t) = f n (t, xi (t),x 2 (t),...,x n (t)) (n=1,2,...) for t in . I. 
